
Blessing of the Beasts.

By Hector D

Feb 15, year 1

( light candles,  white is for the past,  black is for the  Satanic future)

Introduction 

  Animals have always been the natural satanists of the world.Having 
no false virtue to cloud their judgment, they live their lives in the here 
and now, with   paws, hooves and talons placed firmly  on the earths  
soil.l.Once upon  a time,  gods were created in the image of animals 
and  worshiped for  a  beauty , strength, and passion rarely found 
outside of  nature.It was not until  Christianity became the law of the 
land that animals were banned from heaven and demoted to the role 
of soulless  property.Their gods were labelled  as demons. While  
thousands of innocent  pets were tried and executed for being in 
league with a devil who looked suspiciously  like a pagan god the 
church  desperately tried to destroy.

   Some may say that animal rights have come a long way. Well we 
say, not far enough. Over two thousand years of mediocrity ends 
tonight, as we declare this moment year one of the beast. Lets raise 
our drinks in celebration of our companions, not as the docile babes 
of the bible, nor  the sadistic killing machines from the pages of 
"Might is right". But, for the amazing, complicated, bat shit crazy 
characters they truly are.( raise glass) Hail Satan (drink)....Hail  
beasts.(drink).

( Ring bell 7 times  in honor of 7th Satanic statement) 

Start of invocation



  In the name of  Satan our great light bearer, we  summon  natures 
deity's to  come forth and  take back your  rightful place as the alphas
of earth, air and sea. We respectfully ask you to  bless the beasts  
that are here among us. For they care not from where you come or 
how you've been branded,  heaven or hell, god or devil. As below so 
above, they are your offspring , and you their finest creation.May you 
follow  in the hoof prints  of Black Phillip, to  live deliciously among  
your heirs.Wrap them within your fur, bringing hope and comfort  to 
the ill and neglected Fight tooth and nail to keep them safe from 
abuse.While  lifting   them up on your bright demonic wings  to live in 
a world without pain, where

 compassion is the new  law of the land.

  As we call out your name please appear within this space to greet 
us as your equals, and friends.

Fenris (Nordic wolf god/demon. Does not like leashes)

Bast  (Egyptian cat goddess. Very protective, wise, beautiful. Has 
been known to enjoy the occasional beer)

Melek Taus (The Pardoned Peacock . Some see him as a fallen 
angel.While others believe he was pardoned...cool bird either 
way  .God of the Yazadi tribe)

Leviathan(Fallen marine mammal angel , bad boy of the sea)

Eostre  (Sexually active rodent aka The Easter bunny)

Godzilla ( Here to represent reptiles, and protest nuclear war .  A by-
product of H-bomb testing, was living peacefully in the ocean until the
tests irradiated him (or her).



 Our beasts will now take this moment to be anointed individually  by  
the deity in their image.

(Now is the time to bring up your pet, or photo , toy, collar( anything 
that has a connection).You may request good health,long life,anger 
management, etc.Anything goes. I will put together a short invocation 
to the deity tailored to your pets needs..We will end each individual 
blessing by offering  a holy wafer( aka charlie bears) and repeating 
Hail (name of deity), Hail (name of pet). If pet is not present Hector 
will accept wafer in their place.)

(Once all the animals have been blessed we will end the ceremony 
by ringing the bell once in honor of the 1st Satanic ten, and to signify 
the beginning of year one.)

(Raise glass)

Hail Satan (drink)

So it is done ;)


